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with specific language for Dr. Philip Brady 
 
I. SITE CONTENT 
 
Blog, Blog, Blog 
 
Without a doubt, you need to start a blog. You’ve got the people, credentials, and 
connections to make your blog a success – all it will take is time and a small amount of 
money to get you started (the fact that you already have a fully functional website and the 
people to run it means that this idea will cost you almost nothing). To quote Steve 
Pavlina (an entrepreneur who runs a very successful self-help blog site): “[t]here’s no 
selling, no products, no customers, no order processing, no fraud, no inventory, no 
shipping, and no deadlines.  And yet you earn income 24/7.” 
 
Of course, your business does incorporate many of these elements. The purpose of the 
Etruscan blog is, therefore, twofold: 1) to generate new traffic to your site – traffic that 
and will, in and of itself, generate income (more on that in a bit), and 2) to sell books. 
 
I’m sure you’ve heard of blogging by now. It’s huge. If you haven’t, that’s all right; 
here’s all you need to know: it’s like an online journal for your thoughts. You can talk 
about anything you want – anything at all. And it doesn’t matter who you are; as long as 
you have something to talk about, someone out there will share your interests. Obviously, 
the better your pedigree, the more likely people will be to actually listen to what you have 
to say. The fact that you have a doctoral degree, awards, publications, and an intimidating 
vita will help you out here in a way that money, quite frankly, cannot. You have 
experience; you’ve lived your dreams. People want to listen to someone like you. And 
Dr. Greenway. And Dr. Reese.  
 
Here’s what I’m suggesting that you do: 
 
Add a section to Etruscan Press’s website, in which you start writing a weekly blog. It 
doesn’t need to be very long – just make sure the content is good. Write about what you 
know: publishing, teaching, the scholarly life, your travels, your band, poetry, etc. 
Actually, poetry is HUGE. Include some of  your poems; post them in your blogs. Have 
Dr. Greenway and Dr. Reese do the same. You guys are hilarious; make your blogs 
funny, insightful, self-deprecating (from time to time), and altogether human. Write for 
people; not computers. Above all else: these blog entries need to be entertaining, 
personal, and educatory; they need to give people insight into the world of publishing. 
It’s a tough field, and many, many people haven’t made it a tenth as far as you have in it.  
 
I cannot stress this enough: blurbs and impersonal summaries are NOT what people are 
looking for in a blog. That’s like a salesman at a Ferrari dealership telling you the tech 
specs and the gas mileage without ever adding, “This baby lights the road on fire.” 



Without that personal touch, a blog is only so many words; it never truly gets a reader’s 
blood up and, subsequently, will lose interest. Fast. 
 
I read the Hix blog. I’ve also taken a look at his book. He’s a solid writer, and he has 
good instincts. I’d like to see more of that in his blog. Also, it would be much smarter to 
put the blogs on your own site – that’s how you make money. Hosting the blogs of others 
gives that money wings. Posting primarily on other websites (such as wordpress.com) 
makes money – for the other guy. Posting on both your site as well as the sites of others 
(with a link to your own) is what you really want to do, and I’ll get into that more in a bit, 
when I discuss blog carnivals. 
 
Here’s an idea: you might think about inviting all of your Etruscan authors to post blogs 
on your site. They could do it as frequently or infrequently as they like (while I’ve found 
consistency is important, as long as content is good, people will keep coming back for 
more). The more your blog has to offer, the better. Give your blog an identity; put 
yourself, your advisory board, and your best authors at the forefront. Make yourselves the 
“face” of the blog. Then trickle down; list the rest of your bloggers on a page just off of 
the main, and give people the option of searching through them by name, blog title, 
subject matter, and poem (or poem content. [Ex.: if they enter the word, “weal,” they’ll 
get “Flying West From Belfast.”]). That way, if they remember seeing a poem they liked 
but forgot the name, they can still find it. Plus, a search bar like the one I’ve described 
would be fun and not very hard for a programmer to make. And it’s unique; I’ve never 
seen anything like it before on any other site.  
 
The important thing, here, is that the niche you pick for your blog isn’t too specific. 
You’ve got plenty of life experience in a variety of artistic endeavors, and, by writing 
about them, in a way that plays around the central theme of who you are, what you do in 
your professional life, and what your press stands for, you can build significant traffic. 
Poetry, obviously, demands more web traffic everyday than a site dedicated to vegans. 
Vegans just aren’t a big niche. Sites like StevePavlina.com have a much broader appeal. 
His personal development website is valued at something over $7 million, and, the reason 
for his success, in his own words, is that he has “the flexibility to write about topics like 
productivity, self-discipline, relationships, spirituality, health, and more.  It’s all relevant 
to personal development.” 
 
A few other things about blogs: 
 
a) Make yours free. Free is good. People will come back again and again for free, 
entertaining/informative content. And the most beautiful part is: even though your readers 
aren’t paying you a penny, you’re still making money – and making it in a variety of 
ways. (More on this in section II.) 
 
b) In order to make your blog successful (and, thereby, generate new readership, greater 
sales figures, and multiple, new streams of income for Etruscan Press), you’ll need 
traffic. The way to do this is with blog carnivals. I’ve taken the liberty of including a link 
to a great one: http://blogcarnival.com/bc/ . I’m also including a link to their multi-



carnival submission form: http://blogcarnival.com/bc/submit.php . Blog carnivals do your 
promoting for you; they pass your blogs (complete with links to your own website) 
around the Internet and make you a known commodity. In filling out the submission 
form, you make sure to include the subject matter of your blogs so that they get sent to 
the right places (e.g.: for the Hix book, you’d want to submit it to sites that target people 
interested in politics; for the Moldaw book, you’d want to submit it to sites that target 
women that are interesting in literary fiction and/or coming-of-age novels). This is how 
Pavlina went from virtually no readers per month to a number like 50,000. 

And this is the reason why: “Traffic is the primary fuel of online income generation.  
More visitors means more ad clicks, more product sales, more affiliate sales, more 
donations, more consulting leads, and more of whatever else that generates income for 
you.  And it also means you’re helping more and more people.” 

Of course, in order for the numbers to go much higher (Pavlina gets 2.5 million hits per 
month) word of mouth needs to take over, after the carnivals have done the initial work. 
There are other ways to get the numbers up there, too. I’ll discuss those in Section IV. 

Your blog can be big in the academic community. We might really want to target entire 
student bodies and the department faculties of college campuses – to start with, Kent, 
Cleveland State, Akron, and, of course, YSU. If we can make people aware that their 
professors are running a blog, you might start getting some serious university traffic, if 
for no other reason than the rabid curiosity of your students (believe it or not, we talk 
about you guys outside of the classroom – scary, I know). Make the system work for 
Etruscan by giving your students that personal glimpse. You’ll be glad you did. 
 
This next piece of advice is one of the single most important pieces of advice that I can 
give to you: 
 
Turn comments off. A very small percentage of people (something like 1%) actually 
read and/or leave them. And, as readership grows, you will die a very slow death in 
comment hell trying to nuke all of the spam. 
 
And worse yet: your undergrads will be posting things of this nature on every page: 
 
Dr. Braddys’ the GRATEST!!! WOOOOOO!!!! I HADE HIS CLASS & IT TOTALY 
ROX!!!! 
 
And beneath this, you’ll have a .jpg of Bill Clinton dancing. Or a cat in a fedora smoking 
marijuana. Or something much, much worse.  
 
Trust me: you want students reading your blog – not posting comments on it. 

Blogging software and hardware 



WordPress is great for blogging – it has lots of features and a solid interface.  And it’s 
very, very free. 

As you already have a fully functional website at your disposal, you probably already 
know this, but a good blog site needs to be custom-coded HTML, CSS, PHP, and 
MySQL.  If you don’t have a good programmer at your disposal, places like Cboss (in 
Boardman) will absolutely rape you on the price. They want a little-big fortune for even 
the most basic of site setups (something like $5,500) and charge at least $50-75 per page.  
You can tell whoever’s programming your blog to use an existing template, but if you 
want the look of the blog to match the rest of the site, then I highly recommend against 
it.   

As your traffic grows you may need to upgrade to a dedicated server or a virtual private 
server (VPS).  Pavlina’s web server is hosted by ServInt.net.  What he likes about it is: 
ServInt has a nice upgrade path as his traffic keeps growing.  
 
Here’s a quick rundown of all of the tech stuff necessary to give this blog a fighting 
chance (obviously, you will only be responsible for writing new blogs and overseeing the 
literary content of the blogs of others, so consider yourself very fortunate. Still, it’s good 
to know this stuff): 

• blog publishing software  
• HTML/CSS  
• blog comments (and comment spam)  
• RSS/syndication  
• feed aggregators  
• pings  
• trackbacks  
• full vs. partial feeds  
• blog carnivals (for kick-starting your blog’s traffic)  
• search engines  
• search engine optimization (SEO)  
• page rank  
• social bookmarking  
• tagging  
• contextual advertising  
• affiliate programs  
• traffic statistics  
• email  

Here’s how important this stuff actually is: 
 
 If you’re clueless about search engine optimization (SEO), you’ll probably cripple 

your search engine rankings compared to someone who understands SEO 
well.  But you can’t consider each technology in isolation.  You need to 
understand the connections and trade-offs between them.  Monetizing a blog is a 



balancing act.  You may need to balance the needs of yourself, your visitors, 
search engines, those who link to you, social bookmarking sites, advertisers, 
affiliate programs, and others.  Seemingly minor decisions like what to title a web 
page are significant.  In coming up with the title of this article, I have to take all of 
these potential viewers into consideration.  I want a title that is attractive to 
human visitors, drives reasonable search engine traffic, yields relevant contextual 
ads, fits the theme of the site, and encourages linking and social bookmarking.  
And most importantly I want each article to provide genuine value to my visitors.  
I do my best to create titles for my articles that balance these various needs.  
Often that means abandoning cutesy or clever titles in favor of direct and 
comprehensible ones.  It’s little skills like these that help drive sustainable traffic 
growth month after month.  Missing out on just this one skill is enough to cripple 
your traffic.  And there are dozens of these types of skills that require web savvy 
to understand, respect, and apply. 

 
– StevePavlina.com 

 
Additional Content for Your Site: 
 
Podcasting. 
 
This idea requires a monetary investment that’s slightly greater than blogging – but not 
much. Basically, what you’ll need to do is: buy podcasting equipment and add a podcast 
to Etruscan’s site. We can upload the poetry readings and interviews with Etruscan’s 
authors and editorial staff to the net. This way, people can get their news without having 
to read it (reading for entertainment: good; reading for news content: bad. Unless the 
news is phrased in a very, very brief way on your introductory page, no one will ever 
want to read it [People want their news faster, easier, and straight to the point (this is why 
newspapers are quietly dying)]). Just remember to make the podcasts ad-free. People 
can’t as easily avoid ads on podcasts and that fact very easily pisses them off when you 
remind them of it. 
 
II. STREAMS OF INCOME 

You don’t need to put all your eggs in one basket with the whole publishing thing. You 
said it yourself: poetry doesn’t sell like other media (e.g.: kid’s books, graphic novels, 
trashy romance, etc.). Still, that doesn’t mean that people don’t love to read it for free 
online. So, how do you make money from the legions of people you’re bringing to your 
site that don’t want to buy anything?  

Well, firstly, a small percentage of them will (last I heard, it’s something like 1 out of 10, 
if you’re pulling in the right demographic). 10% of 100,000 people is still a pretty healthy 
number.  

Secondly, you need to think multiple streams of income. There are many successful 
websites (Pavlina, included) who adhere to this philosophy. 



1. Google Adsense ads (pay per click and pay per impression advertising. Spice 
these throughout the site [preferably right inside the body text of your feeds]).  

2. Donations (via PayPal or snail mail. Put these in the bottom of every page and 
every feed.)  

3. Text Link Ads (sold for a fixed amount per month)  
4. Chitika eMiniMalls ads (pay per click)  
5. Affiliate programs like Amazon and LinkShare (commission on products sold, 

mostly books)  
6. Advertising sold to individual advertisers (three-month campaigns or longer) 
7. Add a Google search bar and/or a yahoo search bar to your site. Akron Press did 

this, and it’s a great idea. 

1) You’ll probably initially make the bulk of your money from Google Adsense – we’re 
talking more than all of the other methods combined. Here’s the link: 

https://www.google.com/adsense/login/en_US/?gsessionid=kQAiZ6Y4U78 

Okay, so it’s time I said two very important things about advertising: 

 a) It’s totally within your power to make your ads RELEVENT to Etruscan’s 
 mission. There is absolutely no need to post links to porno and/or Pokemon, in 
 order to make a quick buck. Therefore, if you wish to post ads that are conducive 
 to the overall Etruscan experience WITHOUT compromising the integrity of the 
 site or sending people over to the competition, you absolutely can do so. Here’s 
 how it works: Google will send you a list of click ads. You pick the ones you like 
 (say, a link to a bookstore or a place that makes fine pens and stationary), and 
 your people can post them on your site. 

 b) The ads themselves do NOT have to appear tacky and will NOT turn people off 
 to your site. If that were the case, there would be no financially prosperous 
 bloggers out there. All a blogger has is his name – that’s it. If advertising 
 besmirched his or her credentials, the very nature of the business would implode. 
 Ads simply need to be placed in an aesthetically please, non-intrusive fashion 
 (pop-up ads: bad; click ads inside of your blog entries: good). 

2) Donations. This is another big source of revenue – especially if you tell people you’re 
a nonprofit. There’s not too much I need to say beyond that, other than this: 

It costs NOTHING to put these on your site and it takes virtually no time at all. Yet, if we 
can get the traffic up a bit, there’s money to be made. There is no down side, here. 

3) Text ad links. You might want to start at this site: http://www.text-link-
ads.com/starter_kit.php . It takes about 20 minutes to set up. They’ll provide small text 
ads to post on your site, split the revenue with you 50-50, and desposit your earnings 
directly into a PayPal account (if you so choose).  



4) Chitika eMiniMall Ads. This may or may not be something Etruscan is interested in. 
It’s a credible avenue for revenue; however, what they have to offer might not match up 
with the overall aesthetic of the site. Still, it’s worth checking into. The worst thing that 
could possibly happen is that the content of their ads wouldn’t be a good fit for us. 

5) Affiliate programs are a smart idea, but without huge traffic they never really work. 
Still, they split the commission of every sale that your referral link made possible 
(something like 20% at Amazon.com), so, when they work, you really can’t complain. 
The tricky thing about affiliate programs is: if somebody doesn’t buy something on the 
particular visit that your link was responsible for, you get nothing.  

6) Selling to advertisers directly can be something of a pain, but you pocket 100% of the 
money they’re paying. 100% sounds like a great number (probably the greatest number of 
all), but the time, risk, headache, and tech-savvy detective work it requires to pull 
something like this off might not be conducive to the overall breakneck speed with which 
this press operates. Etruscan would probably be better off going with something like the 
third option on this list (text link ads).  

7) Putting a Google and/or Yahoo search bar at the top and/or bottom of every page of 
Etruscan’s site is a moral imperative. (Actually, you’d probably want to pick either the 
top or bottom and just keep the bar fixed in that one spot, throughout the site). Next to the 
search bar, you give visitors the option of searching just within the site itself or searching 
the entirety of the Google/Yahoo network. As previously stated, Akron did it, and it’s a 
stroke of genius.  

Every time somebody uses that search bar, you get paid. Every time. And every time you 
reach $100 dollars, they send you a check.  

Of course, there are some stipulations: your own people can’t use it, or Google/Yahoo 
will cut you off. (They’re hip to these kinds of things, believe me.) 
 
III. ADVERTISING 
 
I already wrote a bit about blog carnivals, and they will definitely be one of the best, 
initial ways to draw a crowd to your website; however, there is another option, which 
doesn’t have to cost a whole lot more (but it sure can, in the wrong hands): Google 
Adwords. 
 
Adsense is the way you’ll make money, once you get people to your site. Adwords is 
how you’ll get them there. 
 
The way it works is: 
 
You go to this site: http://adwords.google.com/select/Login . You register. You go 
through the process of selecting words that are:  
 



 a) unique (or, at least, incredibly specific) to your site 
  
 b) general enough that millions of people are searching for them everyday. 
 
This can be an incredibly difficult thing to do, and, if you don’t know what you’re doing, 
you can go through this whole process, pay too much money for the wrong words, and 
end up getting nowhere for it. It can be daunting, and it can be frustrating. The best thing 
to do would be to talk with your tech people about exactly how you’re going to go about 
doing setting this up. Work together to pick the best words possible. This program really, 
really works. For some people, it works phenomenally well, in fact. I strongly encourage 
you to look into it – just be extremely careful as you do so. Don’t let this opportunity pass 
you up. It’s seriously one of the best on the list.     
 
Two things to remember about Adwords: 
 
 a) Once you get your words in place, you only pay if people click on them and 
 follow the link to your site. If the link doesn’t completely load, you don’t pay. 
  
 b) Someone can outbid you for the words you’re paying for, in which case, you’ll 
 either want to bid right back, or pick new words. 
 
 c) There are no perfect words out there. You’ll want to experiment and pick new 
 words every month or so, and chart your results. Remember: there is ALWAYS 
 room for improvement with Google Adwords. 
 
 d) You’re not just pulling people into the site with Adwords; you’re pulling them 
 in for the blogs, podcasts, and individual works of the authors. You can use 
 Adwords to promote any and all aspects of your site. (So, if you want to start with 
 the Hix book, that works as well as anything.) 
 
Obviously, the two biggest pulls for the Etruscan site will be Google Adwords and blog 
carnivals; however, I have one more major suggestion in this vein: 
 
Use either Cafepress.com, Zazzle.com, or Etsy.com to get universities involved.  
 
Get some t-shirts, mugs, and mouse pads made at one of the aforementioned websites 
(These are Print-on-Demand companies, which allow you to design and sell your creative 
ideas online in the form of a variety of popular swag). There’s no risk; setting up an 
online shop is free (which you can then link to Etruscan’s site). If you opt not to set up a 
public shop, that’s cool, too; you can arrange it so they’ll make your merch for you at 
cost and ship it out to you. If you don’t like what they make, send it back for a full 
refund. 
 
The purpose, here, is not so much to make $1 million selling Etruscan t-shirts nationwide 
(though it would be nice). The purpose is to get these items made for yourself, your staff, 
and to be offered (for a fee, of course) to MFA students. Wear the t-shirts and hoodies 



around different college campuses. Put the mouse pads in your office and the labs. If the 
merch is cool enough, people will take interest. (The idea of being a walking billboard 
might not sound very appealing at first, but merchandizing is largely the reason that 
Charles Shultz became the godfather of the modern comic strip and the highest paid 
entertainer in the 1980s).   
 
A final note on advertising: 
 
I have a friend who works for a marketing firm, down in St. Petersburg. Her company’s 
web address is: www.sendtec.com . This may be an extremely pricey way to go – I’m not 
sure. I’m not sure what Etruscan’s working budget is. However, I will tell you this: this 
address is the road to glory and fortune. These kinds of places specialize in putting people 
on the map – for a fee. If you can’t make use of it now, jot it down and remember it. 
Check them out. Check out their competition. There are plenty of places like this out 
there, and, while they aren’t cheap, they are the single most effective way of getting 
ahead in the game known to man. 
 
 
In summary: 
 
1) Get some new content on the Etruscan site (a blog and podcasts). 
2) work on SEO for site (including the tweaking of tags). This will get you higher 
rankings on Google, Yahoo, and all other search engines. 
3) Put Adsense and other forms of advertisement on your website. 
4) Invest in Google Adwords (#2 NEEDS to be done first). 
5) Get some merchandise made through an online POD and start sporting it. 
 
 
I know I’m dropping a MAJOR bomb on you, here, with all of this, but, as the old adage 
goes, “Rome wasn’t built in a day.” Mull some of this stuff over, and get back to me. I’d 
love to help in the implementation of any of the ideas that you find worthwhile on this 
list.  
 
Off the top of my head, I can tell you that I’ve got a pretty good working knowledge of 
POD services, and, I think that, between the YSU graphics department and Cafepress, I 
should be able to put together some really kick-ass t-shirts for Etruscan Press. 


